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TRAFFIC DRIVING
DATE DATE DATE

PARKING AND REVERSING
DATE DATE DATE

DANGEROUS ACTION

Failed to keep to the right 2 Failed to observe or use caution 5

Improper lane of traffic 5 Unable to park 5

Speed excessive for conditions / limit 5 Excessive space in parking 5

Failed to yield right of way to other users of 
highway or pedestrians

5 Excessive maneuvers in parking 5

Headcheck 5 Parks too far from curb 2

Inattentive to signs, signals,  traffic lights 5 CONTROL

INTERSECTIONS Repeated stalling 2 Driving 2 wheels over the curb 
or onto sidewalk

Fails to signal 2 Throttle control 5

Fails to signal properly 2 Poor steering control 5

Fails to get into proper lane for turn 5 Delayed braking 5

Fails to move into intersection while waiting 
for left turn

5 Abrupt braking 5

Swings wide/short left 3 Unfamiliar with gear / shifting 5

Swings wide/short right 3 Poor clutch control 2

Incomplete/rolling stop 5 Rolling on grade 5

Stoplines / crosswalks 5 Reaction to emergencies 5 LACK OF COOPERATION

Poor judgment approaching at intersections 5 Too slow 5 Refusal to try any maneuver

TOTAL POINTS Repeated failure to follow any 
instruction

Lack of control where 
examiner believes continuation 

of test would be dangerous

Flagrant violation of any traffic 
law for which a driver might be 

arrested

Committing any driving fault, 
either of skill or caution, which 
causes immediate danger to 

person or property

GROUNDS FOR IMMEDIATE FAILURE:  Accident, Dangerous Action, Serious Violation, Refused To Follow Instruction  

Remember, With Great Power, Comes Great Responsibility

Action requiring expert driving 
by another driver or dodging by 

a pedestrian to prevent 
collision

Action requiring examiner to 
come to aid of applicant in 

controlling vehicle

Stalling car within busy 
intersection because of lack of 

skill /  inexperience

OK students, so you think you're ready to take your road test?  Have your parent/guardian, family member, driving mentor, etc. score you while you are 
driving.  Drive around for about 10-15 minutes and see how well you do.  You may get up to 15 points deducted.  Once you go over 15, it's all over!!!  Try 
again. Practice around moderate traffic that would includes signal lights, stop signs, crosswalks, bike lanes, pedestrians and don't forget to park in stalls and 
parallel park.  Remember, what you practice is how you will drive on the test.  Follow the rules and drive safe!!!!      Mistah Wong  ; -) 


